Since 1940 ten transuranium elements have been discovered. Several
books have been written which contain much information about these elements.
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In this lecture i.t i"S possible to discuss only a very limited portion of the available subject matter. I shall, therefore, confine my remarks largely to the interesting history of these elements.
A suitable beginning for the story seems to be the discovery of a number of radioactive substances produced by the irradiation of uranium with neutrons. This discovery was made in 1934 by E. ~ermi, E. Amaldi, 0. D 1 Agostino, F. Rasetti, and E. Segr~. 4 This group was led to assign the radioactivities to transuranium elements. These radioactivities, however, led to the discovery of tne fission process instead of transuranium elements. Early in 1939 Hahn and
.Strassmann described experiments which rra de it certain that they had observed radioactive isotopes of barium and other 11 light 11 elements as the result of the bombardment of uranium with neutrons. 5 Subsequent work showed that practically all of the radioactivities previously ascribed to transuranium elements were actually due to fission products.
Neptunium
The actual discovery of the first transuranium element resulted from experiments aimed at understanding the fission process. Several experimenters, including E. M. McMillan of the University of California, measured the energies of the two main fission fragments by observing the distances they traveled from each other as a result of their mutual recoil when the nucleus explodes.
McMillan noted that there was another radioactive product of the reaction, with a half life of 2.3 days, which did not recoil, at least not sufficiently to escape from the thin layer of fissioning uranium. He suspected that this was McMillan's and Abelson's tracer investigat~ns of the chemical properties of neptunium showed that it has a chemical resemblance to uranium, and not rhenium, as was previously postulated. This was the first definite recognized evidence that the 5f electron shell undergoes filling in this region.
Thus the discovery of neptunium was extremely important, not only from the standpoint of opening the transuranium field but also provided the first clue.
to the eventual: understanding of the electronic structures and the place in the periodic system of the heaviest elements.
The early investigation of neptunium, as of all the transuranium elements, was made by the tracer technique. In this method, an element having chemical properties similar to those of the element being studied .is used to follow the behaviour of the radioactive element, which can be present in -10 amounts as small as 10 grams, or even less. The element is detected in the various reactions by means of its radioactivity rather than by chemical analysis. In spite of the smallness of the quantities prese:J.t, much can be deduced about the chemical properties of an element --for example, the solubility of its compounds, its oxidation-reduction potentials, and its 'formation of complex ions --by the careful use of such methods.
Plutonium
The The: plutonium isotope of major importance is the one with mass number 239. The search for this isotope, as a decay product of Np 2 39, was also in progress at this time, and these experiments were being performed by the same group with the added collaboration of Dr. E. Segre. The isotope Pu 2 39 was identified and its possibilities as a nuclear energy source were established during the spring of 1941 using a sample prepar~d by the decay of cyclotron produced Np 2 39 which had been purified using the few facts known about the chemistry of plutonium. 8
Once the value of the isotope Pu 2 39 was established, the paramount problem was that of producing it on a large scale and isolating it after production. The production problem was solved, as is well known, through the development of the chain reacting units, or piles, utilizing the neutron induced fission reaction on u 
Americium and Curium
There followed quite a period during which the attempts to synthesize and identify elements 95 and 96 were not fruitful. These unsuccessful experiments were based on the premise that these elements should be much like plutonium in that it should be possible to oxidize them to the (VI) oxidation state and utilize this in the chemical isolation procedures. It was not until the middle of the summer of 1944, when it was first recognized that these elements were part of an actinide transition series that any advance was made, and then progress came quickly.
As soon as it was realized that the:>e.celements could be oxidized above pile neutrons, the production reaction being as shown in the following slide (Fig. 2) . Shortly after the discovery of berkelium it became possible to produce isotopes of californium using heavy ions. The fact that the transuranium elements are members of a transition series similar to the rare earth, or lanthanide, series is useful in predicting the chemical properties of these elements before they are actually detected.
This particular pattern of similarity, was the key to the discovery of elements 95 and 96 (americium and curium) and has been essential to the discovery of the transcurium elements. Since all the elements beyond actinium seem to belong to the actinide group (a name chosen by analogy with the lanthanide group), the elements thorium, protactinium, and uranium have been removed from the positions they occupied in the Periodic With these materials we measured the magnetic susceptibilities of the tripositive ions of berkelium and californium over the temperature range 77 to 298° K. The results obtained in both investigations agree very well with those expected for berkelium and californium and are consistent only with the filling of the "5f" electronic shell in the actinide elements.
The absorption spectra of the ions Bk+3 and Cf+3 in aqueous solution have been studied also. Visual observation failed to reveal absorption for either ion in the region from about 4600 to 7400 A, but a photographic method has shown that broad .and quite faint absorption bands occur in californium around 7800 and 8300 A.
Einsteinium and Fermium
Another example of the unexpected in science is in the discovery of The two elements were discovered by Ghiorso, the author and co-workers at ·the three laboratories. We suggested for element 99 the name einsteinium 
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Fig. 6 Elution of elements 99· and 100 relative to other actinide elements. The cation-exchange resin Dowex-50 was used and the elution was performed at 87°C using ammonium citrate solution. .;ed, and the elution was performed at 87°C with ammonium citrate buffered with.citric acid in the case of the actinide elements. The data on the lanthanide elements were obtained using the same resin and eluant; the elution was carried out at l00°C. 
